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Scope categories 
 
Limited Series - Glass Kaleidoscopes, comprising currently 10 or more different types of Kaleidoscope, distinguished 
by type of object or image and with two levels of complexity in some cases. Series limited to 49 or 99. 
 
“The 3rd Dimension” - Introduced in 2008/09 and extended in 2010/11, this is a range of highly innovative and 
unconventional kaleidoscopes, producing images with a strongly 3-dimensional appearance. Series limited to 25 or 49. 
 
Open (unlimited) Series - Glass Kaleidoscopes, produced to the same optical standards as the limited series, but 
generally simpler in design. Includes the “Palmtop” and “Mini” ranges. 
 
“Classic” range - leather-covered kaleidoscopes in several designs, lighter in weight than the glass designs, while 
produced to the same high optical standards. 
 
One-off, Prototype and Commission Pieces – The Higgins are always delighted to work with clients to 
produce something unique. 
 
The limited series shown are all running in parallel; none are yet closed. 
 
 
Limited-series Kaleidoscopes 
 
Each piece is engraved with signature, production number and limited series number. A data card/certificate is 
available on request, describing the design, construction and materials used for that kaleidoscope. “Special” 
models are distinguished by added decorative accents, interchangeable objects and/or dual mirror systems. Each 
type is available in a wide range of glass colors and textures for the exterior. 
 
Series of each type limited to 99 pieces or 49 pieces (“Special” models). 
 
“Gothic” Cathedralscope - 2-mirror, giving 7- or 9-point mandala. Object is hand-rotated conical barrel, 
comprising around 50 individual glass elements. Freestanding. Dimensions: 20 x 6 x 5cm. 
 

 
 

“Gothic” Special - External decorative element. Twin mirror systems, 2-mirror plus 3-mirror.  Object is 
hand-rotated cylindrical barrel comprising around 60 individual glass elements.  Object is reversible, giving 
second set of images for each mirror system. Freestanding.  Dimensions: 22 x 6.5 x 5 cm approx. 
 



 
 
“Renaissance” Wheelscope - 2-mirror giving 14-side/7-point mandala image. Object is twin hand-rotated 
wheels, #1 comprising either diverse glass elements or floral arrangement, giving image detail, #2 providing 
varying background color and texture. Matching glass presentation stand. Dimensions: 20 x 8 x 7.5cm approx. 
 

 
 
“Renaissance” Special - Twin mirror systems, 2-mirror plus 3-mirror. Object is twin hand-rotated wheels 
plus interchangeable tumblewheel, giving second set of images for each mirror system. Matching glass 
presentation stand which also acts as holder of interchangeable wheel(s).  Dimensions: 20 x 9 x 8 cm approx. 
(when on stand). 
 

 
 
“Baroque” Oil Cellscope - Two-mirror cell giving 14-side/7-point mandala image. Object is hand-rotated, 
oil-filled vial containing dichroic, lampworked and fused glass elements plus millefiori and glass jewels. 
Freestanding. Dimensions: 19 x 3.5 x 8cm approx. 
 



 
 
“Rococo” Tumblescope - 3-mirror system giving rectangular image array. Object is handrotated  
tumblewheel containing fused and lampworked glass elements, plus millefiori, jewels, dichroic glass shapes etc.  
Freestanding. Dimensions: 18 x 6 x 6cm approx. 
 

 
 
“Chorus Line” - A tumblescope providing a highly unusual image in the form of a frieze of repeating images, 
with a definite Art Nouveau feel. Tumblechamber contains a large number of handmade lampworked glass 
shapes created in their studio. 
 

 
 
Barrel ‘Scope - 2-mirror/5 or 6-point mandala. Object is large rotating glass drum on lateral axle with exotic 
glass elements drifting in oil. Image continues to change for considerable period after the drum is stopped.  
Freestanding.  Dimensions: 20 x 5.0 x 4.5cm approx. 
 



 
 
Waterwheel - 2-mirror/4, 5 or 6-point mandala. Object is heavy brass/glass wheel containing exotic glass 
elements drifting in oil. Body in metal and glass, on matching presentation stand.  Dimensions: 19 x 4.5 x 7cm 
(when on stand).  Note: this model can be supplied with a dry-filled tumblewheel if required. 
 

 
 
“Max Mandala” - The most versatile kaleidoscope in our range. This is a dual-image kaleidoscope with 3 
interchangeable object of different types. The two image systems are i. a two-mirror giving a 5- or 6-point 
mandala and ii. a 3-mirror 30/60/90 degree giving a perfectly tiled, repeating 6-point image. The 3 objects are i. 
a heavy brass tumblewheel with exotic glass contents, ii. a similar wheel but oil-filled giving a slow-tumbling 
action and iii. a pair of fixed-element wheels including dichroic and textured glass and other media. A matching 
cradle stores the wheels not currently in use. Overall dimensions: 18 x 7 x 10 cm (includes cradle). 
 

 
 
“Globescope” - This unique ‘scope features a hand-made oil-filled rotating globe containing lampworked 
glass elements. 3-mirror system giving repeating rectangular or hexagonal image, which continues to move after 
the globe has stopped rotating. Freestanding. Dimensions: 20 x 6 x 4cm. 
 



 
 
 
The 3rd dimension 
 
Kaleidoscopes producing unconventional images with a strong 3-dimensional appearance.  This is the cutting 
edge of kaleidoscope development. Some of these image forms are unique in the world. Editions limited to 25 
or 49. Exterior colors/textures will vary. 
 
“Geodesic” - Tapered 3-mirror equilateral system giving 3-dimensional image of spherical appearance, 
surrounded by spherical shells in the form of coloured geodesic lattice. Object is a glass tumblewheel or twin 
image wheels, #1 comprising diverse elements giving image detail, #2 providing varying background color and 
texture. Dimensions: 22 x 7 x 7 cm approx. Series limited to 49. 
 

 
 
“Pointahedron” - This innovative kaleidoscope produces a 3-dimensional image in the form of a high-order 
polyhedron with a point on each face. The object is either a pair of image wheels or a large tumblechamber. 
Dimensions 22 x 8 x 8 cm approx. Series limited to 49.  
 

 
 
“Supernova” - The image from this unconventional wandscope resembles an exploding multicoloured star, 
against a dark background. The movement of the star is punctuated by little flashes of light. The object is a 



cluster of 3 oil-filled wands of different colors. The scope is approximately 20 cm. in length.  Series limited to 
49. 
 

 
 

“Torus” (upper) and “Carousel” (lower) series limited to 25 
“Torus” (18 x 8 x 5 cm) has a single transverse cylinder. The toroidal (ring-shaped) image rotates about itself. 
 
“Carousel” (approx 20 x 10 x 7 cm) has two separate objects, a transverse cylinder plus a pair of glass wheels . 
The two regions of the image move in different senses. 
 
In both, the cylinder object can be provided as either oil-filled or dry-tumble. 
 

 
 
“Beachball” - presents an unusual image in the form of a segmented sphere on a tilted axis, in which the 
detail appears or disappears at the North Pole as the object globe is rotated. The sphere is suspended in dark 
space. The ‘scope is 16 x 10 x 5cm approx. Series limited to 25. 
 



 
 
“St Basil” - is the latest addition to the “3rd Dimension” range. The inspiration for the image comes from the 
spectacular Onion Domes of St Basil’s Cathedral in Moscow. The dome is a segmented sphere with moving 
detail, while the spire, column and surrounding collar are intensely colored, but static. The object is an oil-filled 
glass globe. Dimensions: 18 x 12 x 7cm. 
 

 
 
“Cube” - Image is a patterned cube against a dark background. The object can be either a tumblewheel or a 
pair of glass wheels. Dimensions: 23 x 9 x 9 cm approx. 
 
Also available as “Hypercube” of similar form in which the image is of multiple cubes, viewed from different 
angles. Series limited to 25. 
 
 

 



“Diabolo” - A tumblescope which produces a double-cone image, resembling the well-known diabolo wheel. 
Dimensions 18 x 8 x 8cm approx. Series limited to 25. 
 

 
 
“Sphere” - The image from this tumblescope is a multi-faceted sphere suspended against a dark background. 
Dimensions 18 x 8 x 8cm approx. Series limited to 49. 
 

 
 
“The Egg” - Another unconventional tumblescope, producing a strongly 3-dimensional, egg-shaped (or ovoid) 
image. Dimensions 18 x 8 x 8cm approx. Series limited to 25. 
 

 
 
 
Open series Glass Kaleidoscopes 
 
Produced in a wide range of exterior colors and textures of glass. Each piece is numbered and initialed. 
 



“Starburst” Wandscope - 3-mirror system giving repeating 7, 8 or 9-point image. Object is swirled oil-
filled wand/tube(s) producing a dynamic image – colored cascades punctuated by intense flashes of light. 
 
Available in 2 sizes: Standard - 15cm wand; Twin – dual 15cm wands. Bodies are 15-17cm long. Matching 
glass display stand. Wide range of colors available. 
 

 
 
Marblescope - 3-mirror system giving repeating 6-side image. Object is hand-blown spiral-filament marble. 
Freestanding. Two sizes: Standard – dimensions: 18 x3.5 x 3cm approx., Large - 19 x 4.4 x 4cm. 
 

 
 
Teleidoscope - In this variant of the Kaleidoscope, instead of viewing a glass wheel or chamber, the outside 
world is the object, focused through a crystal ball. One sees multiple kaleidoscopic images of whatever the 
scope is pointed towards. 
 

 
 
“Palmtop” range - Scaled-down from the full-size kaleidoscopes but with the same high standard of optical 
system . 2-mirror system giving 5, 6 or 7 point mandala image. Object can be twin rotating wheels, a stained 
glass cone containing 40 or so facets, or a domed tumblewheel containing lampworked glass elements. 
Approx dimensions: 13 x 6.5 x 6 cm. Exterior colors vary. 
 



 
 
Recent additions to the “Palmtop” range are “Pointahedron” and “ChorusLine”. These are of similar size to 
the other models Wheelscope Tumblescope. 
 

 
 
The Miniature Range - This range represents a further scaling-down of several of our classes of 
kaleidoscope. The bodies are typically 6-7cm long; the objects are similar to those of the larger kaleidoscopes 
but with less complexity. The optical components, while scaled down, are of the same high standard as those in 
the full-size range. The eyepieces include optical quality glass lenses of a strength which permits comfortable 
viewing and a startlingly large image. Freestanding. Dimensions: 8 x 3.5 x 3.5cm approx. Exterior 
colors/textures vary. 
 
Mini Wheelscope - 2 or 3-mirror system. Object is twin hand-rotated wheels, #1 translucent millefiori giving 
image detail, #2 colored glass bands giving background color. 



 

 
 
Mini Tumblescope - Similar in shape to the mini wheelscope but with a handmade tumblewheel containing 
micro-lampworked glass elements. Can produce images of amazing complexity for the size of kaleidoscope. 
 

 
 
Recent additions to the Miniature range include “Chorusline” and “Pointahedron” (shown with the “Palmtop” 
and full size versions). 
 

 
 
 
“Classic” Kaleidoscope Range 
 
Finished in high-grade leather, lighter in weight than our glass  
kaleidoscopes but with the same precision optical 
components. Each piece is signed or initialed and is accompanied 
 by a data card/certificate describing the design, 
construction and materials used for that kaleidoscope. 
 
 
 
“Classic” Oil-Cell ‘Scope - Object is a rotatable oil-filled acrylic cylinder in which exotic glass components 
drift and tumble as the chamber is rotated. 3-mirror system giving a repeating 7-pointed image, rich in color and 
texture or 2-mirror side-lit, 5,6 or 7 point mandala-type image. 
 



 
 
“Classic” Wandscope - Object is a “double helix” oil-filled wand with colored particles and reflective 
Mylar shapes. Plus, tumblechamber with dichroic glass pieces. 3 mirror system. Produces a sparkling, brightly 
colored moving image. 
 

 


